To contact us or to send a referral…

All correspondence may be sent to us at:

**HPB Surgery Unit**
The Royal London Hospital
Whitechapel Road
London E1 1BB
(If your referral is to a particular doctor, address the packet to him/her)

**Fax:** 020 3594 3255  (from abroad +44 20 3594 3255)

**Our Contact Numbers are:**

MDT Co-ordinator: 020 3594 0762

Consultants’ Secretary: 020 3594 2747

Specialist Nurses: 020 3594 0759 or 020 3594 0763

If you wish to make a referral to our multi-disciplinary team (MDT), you may print out the referral form (2 pages in total), fill it in and then **fax** it to us. **Do not e-mail this form.** If you are not sending a fax, please put ALL relevant papers/CDs/DVDs in the post.

Please note - this is effectively a Consultant to Consultant referral. All referrals need to contain a **complete** dataset; those marked * are compulsory. Inadequately completed forms will not be considered for discussion.

Referrals received after the stated weekly **deadline** will not be considered for discussion at the next meeting and may be held over to the following week.

If the patient has been discussed previously only ADDITIONAL information needs to be included.

Please circle or underline choices.

Scan images can be forwarded to our Radiology server (PACS) via IEP.